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PART A  Installation of the Air-purger on the sealing device and Instruction for Use 

Biosafe Air-Purger Tool connection to the Overwrap Sealing Device

Overwrap Sealing Device 
Product # 7008

Air Purger Tool

General Notes:

- The Overwrap Sealing Device must be used with the Biosafe Air Purger Tool to perform the
overwrap sealing step. The Air Purger Tool allows extraction of the air between the Biosafe CryoSC
cryobag and the overwrap bag. 

- The Air Purger tool is provided with the Overwrap Sealing Device in a separate box: the user needs to 
connect the Air Purger Tool to the sealing device following the instructions described in this document.

- All technical characteristics of the Overwrap Sealing Device can be found in the dedicated section of this
Manual (page 11).

- Steps 1 and 2 describe the installation before use. Steps 3 to 5 describe the procedure during routine use. 

Step 1: Connection of the Air Purger Tool to the Sealing Device 

Unscrew the two central screws of the lower cover of the heating tape support (Figs. 1-2)  

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 
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Insert these two screws through the 2 holes of the Air-Purger (Figs. 3-4) 

Fig. 3 view from the front of the Air-purger
Fig. 4 view from the top of the Air-

purger once the two screws are inserted
in the holes

Set the 4 adjustable positioning feet (Fig 5) in order to position the Air Purger at the lowest position (Figs.
6-7) 

Fig. 5 

Fig. 6 Fig 7

Once the Air-purger reached the lowest position possible, rotate anti-clockwise the positioning feet to 
stabilize the Air Purger and screw the 2 screws tight to the Overwrap Sealing Device. 
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STEP 2: Parameter Settings

The keyboard 

Entry of digits from 0 to 9

Goes to next position

“Enter” (saves the modified
value)

“Set” (selects the program: 
sealing temperature, sealing time…)

Fig. 8

Switch on the sealer by pressing the green switch. After 2 seconds, the display shows “Start” (Fig. 9). 

Press “S” to select the sealing temperature and press the blue arrows to set the sealing temperature to
150°C degrees (Fig. 10). Press “E” to confirm. 

Fig. 9 Fig. 10

Press “S” to select the sealing time and with the blue arrows set the sealing time to 2 seconds (Fig. 11). 
Press “E” to confirm. 

Press “S” to select the cooling time and with the blue arrows set the cooling time to 4 seconds (Fig. 12).
Press “E” to confirm. 

Fig. 11 Fig. 12
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Press “S” during 2 seconds until the display shows “Start”: the device is ready to be used only when the 
display shows “Start” (Fig. 13). 

Fig. 13

The following table shows the parameter value’s range recommended by Biosafe to ensure an efficient
over-wrap bag sealing. 

Recommended parameter setting range 

Temperature 140-160°C 

Sealing time 2.0 – 3.0 seconds 

Cooling time 3.5 – 4.5 seconds 

Warning : these are recommended standard values (150°C, S-time 2s, C-time 4s). They may slightly vary 
depending on customer’s specific conditions of the sealing. 

STEP 3: Removing the air from the overwrap bag with the Air-purger

Open the cover of the Air-purger (Fig. 15) 

Fig. 15
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Place the overwrap bag containing the CryoSC cryobag in the Air Purger Tool (Fig. 16). 
The overwrap bag bottom should be in contact with the vertical wall of the air purger. 

Close the cover by rotating it until it reaches a horizontal position (Fig. 17). 
Press vertically downwards the cover (Fig. 18) and then slide the cover towards the Sealing Device (Fig. 
19). 

Fig. 16 Fig 17 

Fig. 18 Fig. 19

The air contained between the cryobag and the overwrap bag has been removed and the cover is now 
locked.
The overwrap bag is now in the right position (Fig. 20) and ready to be sealed. 

Fig. 20 view from the top

Warning : To press the cover downwards (Fig. 18), it must be in the horizontal position. It is not possible 
to press down the cover when it is rotating (Fig. 17). 

Overwrap Sealer 

Air- purger

sealing jaws
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STEP 4: Sealing the overwrap bag with the Overwrap Sealing Device

Press the pedal of the Sealing Device to seal the overwrap bag (Fig. 21). The sealing takes 6-7 seconds 
(Fig.22). 

Fig. 21 Fig. 22

Warning : 
- Do not hold or touch the overwrap bag during the sealing process. 

- There is no need to keep the pedal pressed during the sealing processed 

- If an error message (“error 341”) appears after the pressure on the pedal, it is just due to a
mishandling. 

In this case, press “E” and a second error message appears (“error 350”), press again “E” and the
display will show “Start”. 

- In case of a failure of the seal of the over-wrap, never re-seal the existing seal or never seal twice on 
the same seal. In case of failed seal, cut carefully the overwrap bag, discard it and use a new overwrap 
bag. 

When the 2 heating tape supports open, you can remove the bag: 

Slide the cover of the Air-purger away from the Sealing Device (Fig. 23) and then lift vertically
upwards the cover (Fig. 24). Open the cover by rotating it and remove the overwrap bag from the Air- 
purger. 

Fig. 23 Fig. 24 
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STEP 5: Visual Inspection of the Seal

Visually inspect the seal. If the seal is ok, proceed to the freezing procedure according to your own 
validated SOP. 

Figs. 25 and 26 show a correct seal. 

Fig. 25 Fig. 26 close-up

Figs. 27 and 28 show a bad seal. 

Fig. 27 Fig. 28 close-up

Warning : In case of a failure of the seal of the over-wrap, never re-seal the existing seal or never seal 
twice on the same seal. In case of failed seal, cut carefully the overwrap bag, discard it and use a new 
overwrap bag. 
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Recognizing a good seal from a bad seal:

1 : bad seal: sealing temperature too high, the film of the bag was partially melted and distorted (Fig. 30) 
2 : bad seal: sealing time too short or sealing temperature too low 
3 : bad seal: sealing time too short or sealing temperature too low 
4 . good seal: appropriate sealing temperature and sealing time 

Fig. 29

Fig. 30 

1 2 3 4 

�  � � �
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PART B        Biosafe Overwrap Sealing Device User Manual

1. IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS, RESIDUAL RISKS, APPLICATIO N AS AGREED

First of all, please read and observe the following safety notes found in this Operating Instruction very
carefully, then act. 

DANGER
Failure to observe can cause very serious personal injury or death! 

WARNING 
Failure to observe can cause serious personal injury! 

CAUTION
Failure to observe can cause damage to the equipment! 

�  Read operating instructions very carefully before operation and maintenance! 

�  Before using the sealer, guards must be in place!

�  Do not touch surfaces that may be hot!

�  For protection against electrical shock do not immerse cord, plugs, in water or other liquid! 

�  Do not use water for cleaning of sealer!

�  Make sure that mains switch is in position „OFF“ when sealer is not in use, before taking off parts 
and before cleaning!

�  Do not use any sealer with a damaged cord or plug! 

�  Do not use this sealer outdoors! 

�  Do not let cord hang over edges of tables or counters or touch hot surfaces!

�  Operation, cleaning and maintenance by specialists or skilled personnel only!

�  Only intended use is permissible! 

�  For non-intended use and non-authorized modifications, the product liability and warranty are
invalid! 

�  Do not touch moving parts!

�  Do not operate in hazardous areas! 

�  For any maintenance remove plug from the wall outlet!

�  This unit is a processing machine for being used at work, only! 
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2. Details of Machine, operational sequence  

polystar® Bench -type Electro -Magnetic Impulse Sealers

Manufacturer: RISCHE + HERFURTH GMBH, Hamburg

Mains Voltage: 230 V / 50 cps. ( 110 V / 60cps for US)
current input: 3 A
Current consumption: ca. 0,8 kW/h 
Low tension of heating tapes: ca. 21 V

3. General Information  

The Electromagnetic Impulse Sealers polystar® 413 M are operating along the thermal impulse principle
and are at once – without preheating – ready for instant use. The electronic thermal impulse film sealing
process involves clamping the film and pulsing a thin heating wire – situated in the heating tape carriers
(7) – with a high intensity, short duration current. This rapidly brings the film or the PE coating to the 
fusion point and then allows it to cool down while the film is still clamped. 

The sealers are suitable for sealing all common plastics film (e.g. polyethylene film) in rolls or pre-manu- 
factured pouches and bags. The thickness of polyethylene film to be sealed comes to max. 2 x 0,40 mm.

Impulse generator and sealing device are combined in one casing. This unit is equipped with two heating
wires. The heating wires are covered with Teflon which is applied due to its high temperature stability and
which prevents plastic film from adhering to heating wires during sealing cycle. 

Today, you get a sealer of a new generation with our intelligent polystar® Temperature Controller . 
Although this sealer is operating along the thermal impulse principles you are now in a position to adjust
not only the heating time and cooling time but also the temperature. For getting a good sealing result all 3 
parameters have to be harmonized. 

The  polystar®  Temperature Controller, as long as the machine is switched on, always registers the 
residual heat and therefore only conveys enough power to the heating bars to allow the required 
temperature to be reached. 

By this new system, you can do sealing jobs whenever you want. You do not need to change the settings. 
And more important still, there is no longer any difference in the quality between the first and the last seal. 

WARNING:
Before opening the cover remove plug from the wall outlet !
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4. Transportation

Please grip the machine at left-hand-side and right-hand-side of chassis, only.

polystar® Measurements Net-Weight

413 M ca. 565 x 310 x 160 mm  ca.  13,7 Kg

5. Initial operation phase

First, plug the power-supply plug into your wall socket and switch in the unit (1). Now you can read in the 
display “POLYSTAR TEST” for two seconds and then either 

“MENUE” – no parameters (inputs) are available or
“START”  – at least one parameter has been stored. If necessary please check and add.

For sealing your material you have to adjust the temperature, sealing time and cooling time accordingly.

Attention: This sealer has been set up before despatch as follows: 

Temperature   Sealing Time   Cooling Time.
polystar® 413 M  150° C      2,0 seconds    4,0 seconds

With the above setting you can seal polyethylene film 300 x 0,10 mm (413 M) without problems. For 
sealing other sizes of polyethylene film or other materials you have to adjust the temperature, sealing time 
and cooling time accordingly. Please see also Pos. 12 “Reference values”!

6. Emission  

The  polystar®  Electro-Magnetic Impulse Sealers work noiseless. Thus, the emission value at the
operator’s place is less than 70 dB (A). 

In case of application as agreed and by use of common thermoplastic films no gas or vapors will exist. 

6

7 
8 

1 
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7. Keyboard

The keyboard is situated at the right-hand-side of front plate. The meaning of the 4 keys is as follows:

Key 2: = entry of numbers 0 - 9

Key 3: = next position

Key 4: E = „Enter“ (saving of modified value)

Key 5:  S = „Set“    (selection of program)

8. Entry of temperature, sealing time and cooling t ime  

Through touching key “5” four times you will get to the temperature (Pos. 7). Now you are in a position to 
enter the temperature from 0 - 250º C through touching  keys “2” + “3”. Please confirm with key “4”! 

REMARK: In case the temperature is adjusted at 159º C and a temperature of more than
200º C is needed then, first, you have to set the middle figure (5 – 9) to “0”. Thus 
you are in a position to increase the first figure to “2”. 

Now, jump with key “5” to the cooling time (Pos. 8). You can enter the needed sealing time from 0 till
15,0 seconds with keys “2” + “3”. Confirm with key “4”. 

Again jump with key “5” to the cooling time (Pos. 9). You can enter the needed cooling time from 0 till
15,0 seconds with keys “2” + “3”. Confirm with key “4”. Attention: The cooling time should be at least at
the same level as the sealing time ! 

6 

2      3 4     5
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9. Operation

If you can read in the display “START” please put your material between the heating bars(7). By pressing
the foot switch (8) the heating bars will close. The pre-selected sealing time and cooling time runs off 
automatically. 

In the 1  line of display you can read at short intervals, e.g. “S-Time” and “C-Time”. st

After finishing of cooling time the heating tape carriers are opened automatically and you can take off your
sealed material. If the sealing result doesn’t come up to your expectations you have to amend the 
temperature and/or sealing time and/or cooling time.

If necessary, make some more trials at higher steps till the seam is satisfactory. The best quality seams
are produced at lowest possible steps. At higher steps, the heating tapes will be worn our earlier although 
good sealing seams may also be attained. 

Attention: Never adjust the temperature and sealing time too high as for aiming a good sealing 
seam is necessary !

10. Selection of language  

We supply this sealer showing the language “English” (GB) in the display. For amendments after “START” 
in the display (6) press two times key “5” and enter “D” for German language, “US” for English language 
or “F” for “French” language. If you choose “US” then, the temperature will be shown in “Fahrenheit”.

11. Enter of Code

You are in a position to protect all your inputs by a 4-digit code. Thus, no one can make amendments
without your agreement. 

If you press key “5” after ”START” in the display you can read in the 1 st line “CODE” and in the 2 nd line
“000”. Did you store no code then you can go with key “5” to the next program point. Did you store a code
then you have to enter the code with keys “2” + “3” in line 2. 

For entry of a code please proceed as mentioned in Operator Program Pos. 13. 

You don´t know the code any more? Then, please ask your service people or read the informations for
“Service Department” or apply to: RISCHE + HERFURTH GMBH, Hamburg / Germany –
Tel.: +49-40-65 69 03–0 – Fax: +49-40-65 61 890 – E-Mail: info@polystar-hamburg.de.

12. Additional possibilities  

With your new sealer you are in a position to show further information in the display (6) respectively to
protect the stored parameters by your personal code, viz. 

Display (Operator Program Pos. 10)
During the sealing process it is possible to show in line 2 of display additional information such as
Counter or Temperature or Sealing time or Cooling time or Pressure (if available).
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You can choose the required information in line 2 with “key 2”. Don’t forget to confirm your choice with 
“key 4”.

Pressure (Operator Program Pos. 11) 
Not yet available! 

Memory (Operator Program Pos. 12) 
At this point of menu you can store the parameters for temperature, sealing time and cooling time
for max. 12 different foils. 

Attention: There is no store possible under “0” ! 

Code: (Operator Program Pos. 13) 
Through touching the “key 5” 10 times you will get to the code. With “keys 2, 3 + 4” you can install 
a new code resp. you can amend an existing code.

13. Remark:

The cursor jumps to start if you 
- press “key 5” for at least 2 seconds or
- if no input will made for at least 15 seconds. 

If after Operator Program Pos. 13 you will press the “key 5” for less than 2 seconds
then, the cursor jumps to “Language”.

14. Disposal:

According to European Law (2002/96/E6) a professional dispose of electrical appliances is essential.

WEEE Reg.No. DE 48588228 (ElektroG) 

CAUTION:
If necessary to open your sealer it is important to discharge yourself
before touching electronic components with hands or tools. This is
most easily done by touching a metal case of a safely grounded object
before working on the electronic. It is best to wear an electro-
static discharge cuff when handling electronic components.

Thus you will avoid damages at electronic components.
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15. Reference values  

Recommend parameter for good sealing results:

PE Tubular Film Temperature °C Sealing Time/Seconds  Cooling Time/Seconds

80 x 0,05 mm 120 1,5 3,0 
80 x 0,10 mm 135 1,5 4,0 
80 x 0,15 mm 150 2,0 4,0 
80 x 0,20 mm 165 2,0 4,5 

150 x 0,10 mm ----- ----- -----
150 x 0,20 mm ----- ----- -----

300 x 0,05 mm 120 1,5 3,0 
300 x 0,10 mm 150 2,0 4,0 
300 x 0,15 mm 160 2,0 4,5 
300 x 0,20 mm 170 2,0 5,0 

450 x 0,10 mm ----- ----- -----
450 x 0,20 mm ----- ----- -----

Aluminium Foils  
PE coated 

80 mm width 180 3,5 6,0 
120 mm width ----- ----- -----
300 mm width 190 4,0 6,0 
500 mm width ----- ----- -----

NOTE: The above temperatures and degrees are approximate, only! 
This information is basing on 1 bag per sealing cycle. In case of closing several bags
at the same time you have to amend the temperature, sealing time and cooling time accordingly. 
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16. OPERATOR PROGRAM

rocker-type switch, green (1)

Pos.1 - 1st line    POLYSTAR ca. 2 seconds
2nd line TEST

Pos.2 - 1st line MENUE There are no data available. Please Input:
Temperature, Sealing time + Cooling time.
(as per Pos. 7, 8 + 9.)

Pos.3 - 1st line  START There are data available. For new sealers the
first input will be made by R+H.

In case of restart the last used data will be
stored.

You can start the sealing process by pressing
the foot-pedal. 

Changing of display during operation, viz.:
„SEALING“ and „COOLING“. Not variable !

2nd line Display as per input under Pos.  10 !
PCS      0000* o r (Counter) 
PRESS   000 o r (Pressure of heating bars) 
SEAL     00,0 o r (Sealing time)
COOL     00,0 o r (Cooling time)
TEMP      000 (Temperature)

*return to zero by pressing key 2 and 3 at the same
time. 

Pos. 4 - 1st line CODE Only, input with keys 2, 3 + 5 if you are using a code 
! 

2nd line 0000 (Storing of „Code“ as per Pos. 13)

Pos. 5 - 1st line LANGUAGE Input R+H: GB 
2nd line GB Further selection: “D” = German, “US* = English, or

“F” French. Input with key 2.
*The temperature will be indicated in „Fahrenhei t“! 

Switch on of sealer 
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Pos. 6 - 1st line PRG  LOAD Loading of stored parameter
2nd line 1 – 12 with keys 2 + 4. 

Pos. 7 - 1st line TEMP ºC Input of temperature 0 - 250º C 
2nd line 000 with keys 2, 3 + 4. 

Pos. 8 - 1st line S-TIME Input of sealing time 0 – 15,0 seconds
2nd line      00,0 with keys 2, 3 + 4. 

Pos. 9 - 1st line  C-Time Input of cooling time 0 – 20,0 seconds
2nd line 00,0 with keys 2, 3 + 4. 

Pos. 10 - 1st line  DISPLAY Constant display !
2nd line Input with keys 2 + 4.

PCS      0000* o r (Counter) 
PRESS   000 o r (Pressure of heating bars) 
SEAL     00,0 o r (Sealing time)
COOL    00,0 o r (Cooling time)
TEMP    000          (Temperature)

*return to zero by pressing key 2 and 3 at the same time 
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Pos. 11 - 1st line  PRESSURE AVAILABLE AFTER RELEASE, ONLY !

1st line MAX 000 Input with keys 2, 3 + 4
2nd line MIN   000 

Pos. 12 - 1st line PRG  LOAD Storing of preselected parameter !
2nd line 1 – 12 Input with keys 2 + 4.

Pos. 13 1st line CODE  NEW Storing of „CODE“ by the operator. 
2nd line 0000 Input with keys 2, 3 + 4.

Pressing of  this key for at least 2 seconds – return to  „Start“
o  r  
In case of no input for 15 seconds – return to „Start“
o r
When pressing „key 4“ at Pos. 13 for less than 2 seconds –  jump to „Language“ 
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17.  Protective set -up, failures  

Set-up for improved safety 
The heating bars are clamped by a “SAFETY” solenoid. The solenoid sets-up the final power of 
pressure needed for the sealing at nearly closed heating bars. The electronic thermal impulse will be 
released at closed heating bars. 

Thus, there is no danger for the operator neither by the power of pressure nor by the heat impulse. 

Identification of faults, fault clearance 
In case the sealer is non working please check the main fuse of your company as well as the wall 
socket used for the unit. Furthermore, a qualified person of your company can check the fuses of the 
sealer. For this job you have to open the cover.

You can see the wear and tear of heating tapes by a brown colour of the teflon tape. In this case it is 
necessray to ask y qualified person to change the heating tapes. In the enclosed envelope marked 
with “Service” there is a detailed instruction how to change the heating tapes. 

For all other failures please ask your corresponding technician or send the machine to our company 
for  repair.

Error message: Error handling: 

100 The preselected sealing time has been exceeded for Switch off and on
at least 3 seconds. of sealer !

110 Breaking of heating wire. Change of heating 
tapes ! 

130 Bug The unit has to be
Checked !

Pressure of Heating Bars* Check of sealing seam
310 The preselected max. value was exceeded Message to confirm
320 The preselected min. value was fallen short with key “E” !

Temperature Check of sealing seam 
330 The preselected value was exceeded by 50º C Confirmation of
340 The preselected value was fallen short by 20º C message with key “E” ! 
341 The preselected value was not reached

350 Secondary voltage is not ok The unit has to be
checked ! 

CALIBRAT      Value of heating wire is not ok Message to confirm
HEATWIRE with key “E” !

Note: In case of repeat of this message please ask for
your service people for correction of the value of heating wire.

*Only a supervision of pressure has been ordered !
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18. SPARE PARTS

Art. No. Description

20005 upper heating tape carrier 413M cpl. with heating tape
20006 lower heating tape carrier 413M cpl. with heating tape
40097-60 Spare heating tape 600 mm seam length
40891 Lateral cover plate for upper heating tape carrier 
41166 Lateral cover plate, short for lower heating tape carrier
41167 Cover for electronics I
60100 Cheese-head screw M 2,5 x 6, DIN 84 
60161 Cheese-head screw M 3 x 6, DIN 7985
60178 Oval flat-head screw M 3 x 12, DIN 964
70011 Plug cord, 3 m length 3 x 0,75 mm, RAL 7032
70028 Insulating board disc 10 x 3,5 x 1 mm
70031 Rubber foot, black 25 x 14 mm
70045 Rocker-type switch, green 2/WI XII (from unit no. 1527) 
70054 Micro switch 2 A / 250 V, E 23-70 HL (G)
70097 Solenoid HS 2581
70108 Cable, 3m length 3 x 0,75 mm, RAL 7032
70109 Foot pedal, cpl with micro switch
70109/1 Micro switch for foot pedal 2 A / 250 V
H46881 Insulating bush 4-6881 
H46882 Connector block, brass 4-6882 
H46883 Insulating clamp 4-6883 
H46884 Tension spring 4-6884 for heating wire
H47049-40 Spare heating tape 400 mm seam length
70234 Safety cap for fuse carrier
70384 Fuse, slow-blowing 0,1 A/5x20 
70462 Solid-State-Relay 25A Crydon 
70486 Fuse carrier Type 503 Si/1 DS 
70487 Fuse carrier Type 503 Si/5 DS 
70488 Cover Type ABK 503/5
70501 Electronic I
70503 Shunt electronic 33 I
70506 Transformer 5621 A
70507 Pressure spring M-Type
70509 Display 2 x 8 with harness
70510 Screw-type conduit fitting
70511 Hexagonal nut for screw-type conduit fitting
70515 Fuse, quick-action 0,63 A/250 V, 5x20
70516 Fuse, quick-action 0,4 A/250 V, 5x20
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Art. No. Description

70519 Contact strip for electronic I
70520 Line electricity interference filter 
70521 Condenser 1 mF x 2,275 V
70522 Connector block 16 mm 2 

70532 Distance bush 7 x 3,4 x 35 for micro switch 

Additional spare parts for units with cutter:

30633A               cutter, cpl.
41158A               flexible cord with rings
41125 spare blade, standard
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19. Circuit diagram 
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20. Electronic diagram

2
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This sealer is equipped with the new polystar® Temperature Controller and disposes of 2 Programs,
viz. one for the operator as per operating instructions and one for the service as per copy attached. 

For the service the following 3 positions in the service menu are very important: 

- The heating tapes of impulse sealers have to be replaced from time to time (pages 4+5).
For enabling the polystar® Temperature Controller a correct regulation the Controller 
ascertains the “value of heating wire” of new heating taps. 

You can read out this “value of heating wire” in the service program under Pos. 4. This
value has to be entered under Pos. (page 5).

- If the sealer is supplied with a cutter the knife has to be replaced also from time to 
time (page 3).

- The operator is in a position to enter a personal code for protection of his data. In case
that this code is not available you are in a position to read out this code under Pos. 11 in 
the service program.

You will learn all further functions from the Service Program. Please pay special attention to the fact that
the value under Pos. 6 is displayed in hexadecimal number system. This system is using not only the 
figures 0 – 9 but also the first letters of the alphabet, viz.

Display = 2 A F 3

1st Place =   3 x 16 =  3 x        1 =       3 0 

2nd Place = 15 x 16 =  15 x     16 =   2401 

3rd Place  = 10 x 16 = 10 x   256 = 2560 2

4th place   =   2 x 16 =   2 x 4096 = 81923 

--------
Total     10995

For entering the service area please proceed as described in the Service Program on page 1. 

In case of further question please call us or send us a message via e-mail or fax. 

 

SERVICE INFORMATION 

With our today’s delivery you dispose of an impulse sealer of our new polystar® Generation, viz.
polystar® 413 M  

27
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SERVICE PROGRAM 

rocker switch, green (1)

Pos.1 - 1st line  POLYSTAR ca. 2 seconds
2nd line SERVICE

Pos.2 - 1st line    CODE Entering of code „S54H” with keys 1, 2 + 3 .
2 nd line ***** This code is not changeable! 

Pos.3 - 1st line  LANGUAGE Input R+H: GB
2 nd line GB Further selections: D= German, US* = English,

F = French. Input with key 2. 

Pos.4 - 1st line  HWV READ Reading only ! After every change of heating tapes
2nd line       00 read out the value of heating wire and enter this 

value under Pos. 5.

Pos. 5 - 1st line  HWV LOAD Entering of the value of heating wire as per Pos. 4
2nd line 000 with keys 1, 2 + 3.

Pos. 6 - 1st line  HWV BURN After changing of heating tapes automatic sequence
2nd line PCS   0030 of 30 test sealings. Release via foot pedal! 

Pos.7 - 1st line  PCS TOTA Reading only ! Counter - The numbers of heat
2nd line   00000000 impulses made with this „POLYSTAR“ control. 

Push key „E“  and 
switch on sealer 

*The temperature will be indicated in „Fahrenheit” !
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Pos.  8 - 1st line DEL-DATE Reading only ! Date of delivery:
2nd line 00/00 Month/Year

Pos.  9 - 1st line REP-DATE Reading only ! Date of repair: 
2nd line     00/00 Month/Year – Last repair made by R + H.

Pos. 10 - 1st line TYPE Reading only !
2nd line 0 Type: 0 = 413 M     1 = 413 HM    2 = 418 M-RPA

3 = 613 M     4 = 613 HM    5 = 618 M-RPA

Pos. 11  -  1 st line  UNIT-NO. Reading only !
2nd line 00000 Unit Number.

Pos. 12- 1st line CODE-OPR At this position you can read out the operator’s code,
2nd line 0000 if any.

Pos. 13 1st line TEST AIM In this position you can close heating bars via foot
2nd line R+H pedal without releasing heat impulse. 

Pos. 14 1st line SW-VERS. The actual software of your impulse sealer.
2nd line      0.00 

NOTE: Pressing this key for at least 2 seconds o r in case of no further input for 15 seconds
the program returns to “Language”. 
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�Changing of heating tapes

The heating tapes (consisting of heating wire and teflon tape, mounted in an aluminium frame) are subject to 
normal wear and tear and have to be replaced from time to time. You have to replace the complete heating tape.

1. Unscrew the 4 screws of the front cover of the heating tape support:

2. Now, unscrew the screws (1) of the connector blocks (2) for removing of the complete heating tape.

3. Now, you have to string the end of wire not covered with teflon tape through the opening of the
connector block (2) and to fix the heating tape in its correct position.

4. Then press the connector block (2) into direction of the heating tape for aiming a pretension of 
spring (3).

5. Tighten the screws of the connector blocks. The connector blocks have to make a tension onto the 

heating tape for compensation of the linear extension during the heat impulse. 

WARNING
Observe regulations for safety and prevention of accident!

6. The overhanging wire (4) has to be shorten and crimped. 

7. Now, fasten the front cover again. 

wrong correct
4

1

2

3
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8. After having replaced the heating tapes you have to enter the new “value of heating wire”. Please 
proceed as follows:

1. Switch on the unit and open the “Service Program”. 

2. Read out the “value of heating wire” under Pos. 4 after ca. 2 seconds. Enter this value under 
Pos. 5. 

3. Now, go to Pos. 6 “HWV BURN” for releasing 30 test sealings via foot pedal. In line 2 you can
watch the count down from 30 to 0.

ATTENTION: You can stop this automatic sequence by pushing key “E”.

4. After having finished this test run please wait for at least 3 minutes or even longer.

5. Finally, read out the new value of heating wire under Pos. 4 and enter this new value
under Pos. 5. The impulse sealer is now ready for use.

ATTENTION:  If you switch on the sealer again after a short brake sometimes you can
read the following in the display:

1st line – CALIBRAT (calibration)
2nd line – HEATWIRE (heating wire).

Please confirm this error by pushing key “E” and start your work.

The reason for this error message is caused by the varying value of heating
wire due to the actual temperature of heating bars at the time of switch on. After
confirmation of this error message and using the impulse sealer again the
heating bars will be heated up and the preselected value of heating wire
will be reached shortly. 

IMPORTANT ADVICE.  
There is a polystar® Silicone Paste available preventing sticking of plastic film onto teflon tape. It 
eliminates build-up of residual film and prolongs life of teflon tape. polystar® Silicone Paste will not melt 
at high temperature. 

Biosafe Overwrap Sealing Device is distributed by:

Biosafe SA 
Route du petit Eysins 1 
1262 EYSINS- SWITZERLAND 

Phone : +41 (0)22 365 27 27

Fax :     +41 (0)22 365 27 37

Web site : www.biosafe.ch


